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SUBDIRECTLY IRREDUCIBLE GROUPOIDS IN SOME VARIETIES 
1. PJ.ONKA 
Abstract* In one special variety of groupoids we study 
free groupoids, subdireotly irreducible groupoids and the lat-
tice of subTarieties. 
Key words: Groupoid, subdireotly irreduoible groupoid, 
Tariety. 
Classification: 081.30 
0. In this paper we consider only varieties of groupoid0 
i.e. Tarieties of type (2) with the fundamental operation x.y 
and we accept the terminology from £2]. In I3J two Tarieties 
X 2 ABA 5 . 3 of groupoids were considered where 2^2 was defin-
ed by the identities 
(1) x»x - x 
(2) (x.y) * - (x.«).y 
(3) x.(ys) » x.y 
(4) (x.y)*y • x.y 
and 2*- was defined by (1)-(3) and 
(4') (x.y)-y - x (see alao [23, pp. 394-395). 
In C31 It was shown that: 
If a groupoid Ctt, belongs to ̂ 2
 o r ^3 and **• operation 
x • y depends on both Tariables in ty then there exist in ty 
exactly n n-ary polynomials depending on n Tariablee. 
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£** 143 all eubdireotly irreducible group©ids in !F2 and S3 
were found* 
In this paper we study the join 2T2 v £y In Section 1 we 
prove that ? 2 v g^ *• aaflnad by the identities (D-(3) and 
the identity 
(5) ((x»y).y)*y « x.y. 
le show that the only subvarietles of -̂ "2 v 2 , are Z"2> 
]tE*t the trivial variety f i.e. the variety defined by the i-
dentity x-y and the variety S 0 Aafined by the identity x»y • x 
(see Theorem 1). 
In Theorem 2f Section 1 we describe the free algebras in 2*2
 v 
v 71 y In Section 2 we find all eubdireotly irreducible group-
olds In Z 2
y ^ 3 « 
for a variety K of type (2) we denote by E(£) the set of 
all identities ef type (2) satisfied in all groupolds from K. 
A. term y of type (2) constructed by means of the operation • 
will be called a multiplication term* We shall use the notati-
on (••• (x«y)»y«« • )«jy • x-y11 
n times 
1. Example 1* Let I be a set such that IXI>1. Denote 
B » ̂ <afA>:aG JL£I$. Consider a groupoid C£ • (B|0 where 
<afA>*<a%A
#> .<i,AuU'l>, Then <£ satisfies (D-(4) so 
(Ae Z 2 > but Cjt does not satisfy (4#). 
Example 2. Let Z^ - ({0,1 f2*3H+) be a cyclie group with 
addition modulo 4. Consider a groupoid <$> - ({0f1f2f3}|*) wbe-
re x#y • 3x-t-2y. Then <£ satisfies (D-(3) and (4#) so <#-€ S^, 
but it does not satisfy (4)* 
Let 2. be the variety of groupolds defined by (1)-(3) and 
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(5). Let oc be an ordinal. A multiplication term Cp on variables 
x 0 > x . j t... tx«,... ( /3 -< oc ) will be called a reduced iteration 




(6) x. • z, •...•x
4










< i~< ••• <i
n





Lemma 1. Por any multiplication term y> there exists a re­
duced iteration of the form (6) such that the identity g> • 
k 2 Л * xi ' xi ••**xi k e l o n& 8 *° E(S)« 
Proof. In fact by (3) we can reduce all open parentheses 
standing after a variable in <p . Then we get 9? • 
• (...(x • x^ K..)x„ belongs to £(S)* By (2) the order of va~ 
s1 a2 8r 
riables x_ ,...,x„ is arbitrary and we get g> « s2 sr 
- (...(xH .1, )*...)*X4 )»x4 )...«)x4 ••••) x, *...).x. belongs i1 i., -i1 i2 i2 i n - ^ 
to B(2) where i., * s1 and i2< i--<:.•.<< in. How by (1) and (5) 
we get the statement of the Lemma. 
*2 kn Lemma 2. If two reduced iterations x^ • x^ • • • • • x . ^ and 
q-> qm 
x. *x^ • . . . • x . 4 are different then the identities (l)-(3) toget-
her with the identity 
(7) x. >x*2.....x*n - x, .x^2.....x^m x1 *2 xn °1 32 •'m 
imply one of the following identities: (4) ..(4*), x.y • x. 
Proof. If i.|4-j-j then multiplying (7) on left by x± we 
get by (3) x± • x, « x± . If ij-J-j *ut there exists i y t 
r<s*2,...tn;f such that i y$ 4J2t... ,Jm} then putting in (7) x ± 
for all variables different from x± we get by (1)-(3) 
x4 • x4 • x4 or x4 • (x* ) 2 • x4 • If the variables on both si-x1 xr x1 x1 ^ r x1 
des of (7) are the same but k r + q r 'or some 1 < r ^ n then putting 
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x4 for all Tariablee different from x., we get xA • x.» » 
• x* *(x4 ) • Thus anyway we get one of the identities from the 
^ 1 *r 
Theorem 1. The lattioe of 0ubTarieties of 2E oonai0te of 
the •arietiee T9 £ Q 9 S 2 § S^ and 2 where T c %Q9 X 0 C «£*29 
2 0 C 3E-» 5 L 2 and 2fj are incomparable and S « -S*2 v .S"^. 
Proof* The Tarieties ST2 and X- are incomparable (000 Ex-
amples 1 and 2). Obviously any of the Tarieties T9 S Q 9 £ 2$ £ * 
i0 a 0ubTariety of £ eince any of the identitiee x«y9 x.y * x9 
(4),(4#) implle0 (5). ObTiou0ly T c Z Q9 SQc Z 2, 2 Q c £T3. 
On the other hand, J. Dudek proTed in E1J that T and 5f0 are the 
only 0ubTarietiee of I 2 and -2^ and all are different. Thue to 
complete the proof it is enough to show that if K is a proper 
subrariety of X then K is a subrariety of -5f2 ax Sy Let 
(8) (<£«y)gB(K)\B(2E)* 
IJy Lemma 19 <p - x^ • x.* • • • • «x^ and y
 m xj *xj • • • #xj *° ? " 
• f implies (7) where by (8) the eldee of (7) are different* 
Bow by Lemma 29 K ia a subTariety of 2*2 or *£y 
Example 3. In the set {0,1,2} let us define an operation 
© putting 
f x+y if x+y ̂ 2 
x+y-2 otherwise 
Let us consider a groupoid (J, • ({0,192jx£o9192}tO where 
f<a-1tyi> *f *1 * *2 
<x1tT1> • <-«2»y2> -j 
I <x-j 9y-j S Xg) otherwise* 
Then <£ satisfies (1)-(3) and (5) 00 (̂  belongs to S and <gL sa-
tisfies neither (4) nor (4*). 
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(9) x £ y - < 
l : 
Let oC he an ordinal. If ae-fo,^} 0 0 we shall denote hy 
a(k) the k'th coordinate of a. Let us denote by p^ the element 
of {0,1,2}* for which pfc(k) • 1 and pk(i) - 0 for i4-k. fe de-
note by B the set of all a c{0,1,2}** having a finite number of 
coordinates different from 0» Finally let B^ ••f<P^#a>5 
tk<oC 9a€B9a(k) - 0}. 
We define a groupoid ^ * 0 L * O where 
i<pk,a> if k-k., 
*k»a ^ otherwise 
where a'(i) - a(i) § p . (i)* © is defined by (9)* 
*1 
Theorem 2. .1 free groupoid in the variety SI with oC free 
generators is isomorphic to < ^ -
Proof. Let fl^ be the set of all multiplication terms on 
variables x<>9x1 ,••. ,x^,*.«, ft < oc • Let rv/ be a relation in T^ 
defined by the formula q> ~ y^a-^ ( 9? • y ) € B(-^)» A *r*e algeb-
ra with oo free generators in 2 is isomorphic to the algebra 
Ĵ - • ("fr$p3 i<»*r > • ) • By --emma 1 any term 50 has a represen-
** i2 n 
tation in the form 9 * x^ *x^ ••..•xi • But this representation 
X2 "̂n ^2 
is unique* In fact if 9 * xi • x^ x± and $P- X, »XJ •••• 
• •••xi
a wHere the right sides of the last identities are diffe-
rent then by Lemma 2 one of the identities (4), (4 ) or x»y • x 
belongs to E ( S ) 9 which contradiots Bxample 3. 
How the mapping h defined by the formula 
h([x1 •^•••••xi
n3/N,> - < p i ,b>9 where bU^) - k^ for Z& j£n 
and b(r) • 0 for r^tl^f*** Anl - sets up an isomorphism of df̂  
onto 06^ , In fact h i« 1-1 since the representation from 
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Lemma 1 is unique and h is a homomorphism "by (1)-(3) and (5)# 
2. For a elass K of groupoids we shall denote by P(K) f 
S(K), H(K) and I(K) the Glasses of all products, subgroupoida, 
homo mo r phi o images and isomorphic copies of groupoids from K, 
respectively. If {x£ ,-.-. is a partition of a set X we shall de-
note by e({xJt ̂g-r) the equivalence relation induced by this par-
tition* 
Let us consider the following 6 groupoids 
% m «aV). 
C$>2 m ({»ffc$$0 where x»y - x for any xfy£ £afb3. 
C$ - ((afbf $Z]1%*) where a • ec-sb, b • «e^»a and x»y «x otherwise. 
Cfy* m (-iafbfef »€...J|«) where a*3£.-bf b»ae . j -a and x»y -x otherwise. 
Cfy m (lafof ae2j|») where a»ae2»of and x«y«x otherwise. 
tyc * ({afbfcf aê  f BtA%*) where a »a€j-bf b»a€.j«af a»«»e2-
- b.ae2=xo and x*y-x otherwise. 
It was proved in 141 that 
(i) a groupoid CL belongs to *E"2 and it is subdirectly ir-
reducible iff CJ. is isomorphic to one of the groupoids ^ j , 
(ii) A groupoid Cjf. belongs to 21^ and is subdirectly irre-
icible iff Of, is isomorphic to one of the groupoids $«jt ty?* 
Lemma 3. The groupoid Cj( g belongs to 5E , moreover C£ g c 
^ HSP{C7f3f C^ 5K 
In fact the set S • ({afbf 9e.j3.x-C a,bf se2^)\{< ae-j f 3€2 > ? is a 
subalgebra of (|*x C^c. So the algebra ^ « (S|0 belongs to 
SP-CGt..., CfrA* Further, a relation 
636 -
e«e({{<a fa>J f {<b fa>$ f { < a f c > f <b fc>$ t {<9e . , fa> f 
< « e 1 f o > i f {<a f ae2> f <b f ae2>j} ) 
i s a congruence i n V0 , F inal ly , the algebra ^ / e i s isomor-
phic to ^ g . 
Lemma 4. The groupoid, CJf.^ ±B subdirectly irreducible. 
Proof. I t i s enough to show that i f R i s a congruency in 
<-$-g such that £a3ft+t-b]R then R « o> where CO i s the diagonal. 
We shal l write 1x1 instead of Cx]R . In f a c t , l e t c € [ a j . Then 
b • a * 9€..R 0 » ae.. • cR a. So bRa - a contradiction. The same 
contradiction gives the assumption that 0 £tb3. I f c 6 IdZ^l 
then a • a«c R a • ae.j « b - a contradiction. I f c € 1 ^ 3 then 
a 3 a«o R a » ae2 • c - a contradiction (see the f i r s t case) . 
So to.] « iel* I f 9e.| 6 Hal then b « a • afcjR a*a » a - a contra-
dic t ion . The same contradiction g ives the assumption ae1 « t b ] # 
I f H^ 6 t»e2] then a « b . ae-jRb • ae2 » c - a contradiction. So 
t9ft-l « { a e ^ . I f ae2 € Ca] then a » a.a R a* ae2 • c - a con-
tradict ion. Analogously m^VsA* Thus R « o . 
Theorem 3 . A groupoid Of. belongs to ^ and i t i s subdi-
rec t ly irreducible i f f <-$. i s isomorphic to one of the groupoids 
<#1 ^ 6 -
Proof. 4 = • For the groupoids G £ j f . . . f <$..- the statem-
ent holds by Theorem 1 f ( i ) and ( i i ) . For the groupoid ($£ the 
statement holds by Theorem 1 f Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. 
Before we prove the necess i ty we have to show some proper-
t i e s . 
Let Cjf. « (G*.)# 
(iii) <£ € S iff the following conditions 1°t2° and 3° 
are satisfied. 
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1° There exists a partition {Gji-ĵ x °* G flucl1 tnat *or 
any 161 the set {bgi-igx °* »appings from Gi into G.̂  is given. 
2° The mappings h| satisfy the following conditions: 
Vl€l4-"» Vl f4 f«l^**i-^^» 
3° If acGlf b€CL then a»b - h|(a). 
The proof Is analogous to that of Theorem 3 from C33. 
(iv) If g. is of the form from (ill) f a € Gk then for any 
lei one of the following cases holds* 
(10) h*(a) . a 
(11) hj(a) « b*af h*(b) « b 
(12) h£(a) - bf h£(b) - af a*b 
(13) h£(a) - bf h*(b) » cf h£(c) - bf a*bf a*cf b + c 
If $R J B6Q is a set of nontrivial congruences in a group-
old ® such that r \ .ft - o> then the set $R3 „.,« will be cal-
led a decomposition of (£ • Obviouslyf If such a decomposition 
exists then (£ is subdirectly reducible. 
For a set A we shall denote by D(A) the set of all 1-ele-
ment subsets of A. 
From now on we assume that a groupoid (£ » (G;«) belongs 
to 51 f is subdirectly irreducible and is of the form from (lil) 
Similarly like in [4] (Lemma 1) we can prove 
Lemma 5* If for any if4clf h| * id then Cp* is isomorphic 
to CjJh or to 9~2* 
In view of Lemma 5 in the sequel we shall assume that 
Let us put J - {J«I:lGj>lJ. 
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Lemma 6. IJI« 1 • 
Proof. By (14) we have lJl>1. Similarly like in T4J (Lem-
ma 2) we can prove | J| -£1. 
By Lemma 6 we can denote by k the unique element of J* 
Put i' - I\4!k}. So for any i€l' we have \G±\ - 1. Thus 
only mappings h£ for j € I' can he different from the identity. 
Lemma 7. If i,j€l' and i + J then h^+hj*. 
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3 from £4J» 
Let I0 » {i*l'8h£4-id?. By (14) we have IQ+ 0* 
For any i€ IQ we define two relations R± and R as follows: 
a R±\> iff a-b or afb€Okf b - hk(a) f and a - hj^b)* 
a R*b iff a-b or afb€Ok and hj^a) - hj(b). 
Similarly like in [4-1 we can prove that any of R^ and R 
is a congruence of (Q. • 
Lemma 8. For any i € I0 we have R^ «f & or R* .4-. & • 
In fact, since I GA - 1 for j€l'f so it must exist a€ 0k 
such that h^(a)-^a. Consequently one of the cases (11) ,(12) or 
(13) holds and |LaL l>1 or I taJ A>1* 
*i R1 
Lemma 9. For any i € I we ne>ve R^ « 6J or R « 6). 
In fact, R^n R - CJ since if aR^n R b then a « b or afb€ 
6 0k and a - h£(b) - b£(a) - b. Thus if both R± and R
1 are dif-
ferent from o> then <RitR 1 is a decomposition of ty - a contra-
diction* 
Lemma 10. If for some i€l we have R.. « o-> f then for 
a€0 k exactly one of the cases (10) or (11) holds. If for 
16 1 we have R « to 9 then for acOk exactly one of the cases 
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(10) or (12) holds. 
In fac t , the case (13) i s impossible by Lemma 9. I f R i « cj 
then *( 12) i s impossible. I f R « o> then (11) i s impossible. 
We denote I* « { i e I 0 5 R i • <& I f I* « { i 6 l Q : R
i « oi . 
By Lemma 8 and 9 we have I » I ^ u l p and r n l ^ » 0. 
Lemma 11. I f r a 0 , then <$. i s isomorphic to CJ-,-. I f 
1^ « 0 then 0y i s isomorphic to CJL or C$-«. 
Proof. I f I~ « 0 then by Lemma 10 and ( i i i ) we infer that 
CJ- s a t i s f i e s (4) and by (1) and ( H ) f $•
 i s isomorphic to Q-c. 
I f 1^ « 0 then by Lemma 10 and ( i i i ) we infer that Cjf. s a t i s f i e s 
(4*) and by ( i i ) and ( H ) f <-#•
 i s isomorphic to (&* o r tfrv* 
Q.E.D. 
In view of Lemma 11 from now on we assume that 
(15) Io* 0 + Io* 
Denote R^ « ( J^g R±)n i J^t R1)* 
o o 
Lemma 12. Any congruence class talR is either 1-element 
or is of the form talp » -Cafb̂  where a-f*bf for any i€ I*: we 
have hj(a) » b and hr(b) « a and for any i€l* we have h£(a) « 
« h*(b)<|talR^ . 
Proof. Por i€l^ any congruence class ta3R is at most 
2-element. So if 1 t alB I > 1 then it mus be tal,, £ talt, * 
Consequently if I talR I > 1 then talR • ta]R • {afb$ where 
a .bcG^. Moreover for any i€l^ we have b£(a) « b and h£(b) « 
« a. Let J* I?, I talp I > 1 and talp * {afbj. So 
Or K^ R A 
(16) hj>(a) « h£(b). 
640 
By (15) and by the first part of the proof there exists 
i6 1^ such that 
(17) hj(a) - b and h£(b) - a. 
Let us assume that h£(a)€ Ca]R «ad e.g. hj(a) « b. Then 
by (16) and (17) we get h^hk(a) - b, h^hj^a) - afwhich contra-
dicts 2°. Analogously hj*(a)4- a. 
Let us denote R(2) - {R1! 2 and R(3) - -CRJ * 
l&i x i€l£ 
o o 
Lemma 13. The se t Gk contains exactly one 2-element c la s s 
of the congruence Rr-v and exactly one 1-element o lass of the 
congruence R^ . 
Proof. I f Rn • 6) then obviously we have a decomposition 
of CA. , namely iRA -, u {R1! ?» s ince any of these eongruen-
ces i s not t r i v i a l . I f R^ -fc 0) then by Lemma 12 there e x i s t s 
a 2-element c las s of the congruence R^ . I f there e x i s t two 
different 2-element c las ses £eJR and £at lR included i n Gk 
then two congruences e(«UalR } u D ( G \ £ a ] R )) and 
e(-{ta'jR } u D(G\Ca
#JR ) ) form a decomposition of (#- - a con-
tradict ion. Denote Q - talp . By Lemma 12 i t i s easy to check 
that the re la t ion eQ - e(*Gk \ Q}u D(Q)u D(G\ G^)) i s a congru-
ence of ty • We shal l show that 
l G k \ Q l - 1 
In fact i t cannot be Gk\ Q - 0 since 1^4-0 and by Lemma 12 i t 
must be for j e l ^ , hj*(a)$Q. 
I f l G k \ Q | > 1 then e f t i s nontrivial and R(2)u R(3)u t*A 
i s a decomposition of (JL • 
Proof, arŝ  of Theorem 3. If any hj is the identity, 
then by Lemma 5, ̂  ii isomorphic to ^ or # 2 . Otherwise 
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by Lemma 6 there exists exactly one k e I such that I Gfc I > 1 and 
(14) holds. If Ij* « 0, then by Lemma 11, CJt-is isomorphic to 
(#--.. If I* » 0 then by Lemma 11, ty is isomorphic to <-$L or 
<-#-*• If (15) holds then by Lemma 13 we can denote by a,b,c 
the elements of G^ where ta] R » tb].o » ta,bj and Cc]R » «fc}. 
3 i i 
By Lemma 12 for any i€ l£ we have h£(a) » b, hjc(b) » a and 
h:~(c) a c. So by Lemma 7 we have Il£ I » 1. Let us put IJ » {iQ| 
and denote by 9€.j the only element of Gi • Analogously for any 
o 
j€l^ we have by Leraraa 12: b^(a) » ^W « ^ ^ c ) * c» So by 
Lemma 7 we have 1101 * 1. Put I* » {i0\ and denote by at̂  the 
only element of G. . 
%o 
It must be l'\I«.0.In fact, if m e l ' \ L and d is the on-0 0 ' * 0 0 
ly element of Gm, then two congruences e( {{ d$,G \-tdl}), 
e(i-Cc,d5,D(G)\-tc,d} )}) form a decomposition of <$- . So Gk » 
» 4a,b,c^,G\Gk » i a€.j, aegj and G, satisfies formulas of mul-
tiplication in <#"g. Thus Cjf- is isomorphic to Cjf*- where the isc 
morphism is defined by denoting elements of G in the above waj 
Q.E.D. 
By Birkhoff theorem (see [23, p. 1240, we have 
Corollary 1. A groupoid C£ belongs to 21 iff Oy is isomoi 
phic to a subdirect product of a family of groupoids ££2 - <Q{ 
Corollary 2. A groupoid (#. belongs to -S iff C^ can be 
embedded into some cartesian power of ty^ • 
In fact, any of the groupoids ^-j - ^ > is a subalgebra 
of C^6. 
The groupoid C£g has 5 elements and generates .S . 
One can ask if there exist groupoids having less elements 
and generating S. . The answer is "yes". 
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Let us consider two groupoids Oy. and Cjpg defined as f o l -
lows: 
(tyrj • (^a f b f c f d} f •) where a.d=bf b«d=-ef c»d=bf and x-y«x 
otherwise. 
fya « ( {a f b f c 9 d3tO where a»c«a»d=bf b«c«b«d«af 
a=c-b=-d-sd«a»d»bf and x»y«x otherwise. 
Theorem 4* C£- i s a 4-element groupoid such that 
HSP iCfy}m 2 : i f f C£ i s isomorphic to ( # 7 or tyQ. 
The number 4 i s the l eas t number of elements of groupoids 
generating 2 • 
Proof. Consider in CQ.~ two congruences Rj and Rg where 
R1 « e W a , c h { b } , { d ! } ) t Rg « e(«a} f - tb f c} f «(d}}) . Then (^/R-j 
i s isomorphic to ty and ^U/Rg i s isomorphic to (%--, But R-jA 
H R g - W so C£y i s isomorphic to a subdirect product of C#-~ 
and (^c. Consequently "f^-^t <2rej£HSP { $ ~i and by Lemma 3 and 
Corollary 2 we hare HSP { < # 7 i « S . The proof that H S P { 9 8 ! -
« IS i s s imilar - i t i s enough to consider two congruences 
R3 • e ( -Ua} f {b J f i c f d3 i ) and R4 *- e ( « a f b * f { c M d i $ ) . 
To prove that t^_ and (£Q are the only 4-element groupoids 
generating 2 l e t us assume that C£ « ("fa,bfo,d};*) e 2 . By 
( i i i ) we have 1 ^ l l l £ 4 . I f III « 4 f then any Gi i s one element 
and by ( i i i ) x*y « x for any x,y €-Cafbf c fd>. Thus (£- belongs to 
2 and does not generate ]£ by Theorem 1. The same case holds 
i f III - 1. 
In general, i f Cty- s a t i s f i e s x-y « x f then i t cannot gene-
rate 2 . Excluding th is case we have the following p o s s i b i l i -
t i e s for Oy , up to permutations of the elements a ,b f c f d: 
(c.|) O^ i s isomorphic to CJJ-~ or C$>Q* 
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lor I • {lf2}f G,, • 4afbfo}f G2 • «{d} we have possibilities: 
(o2) a-d • bf b-d • af x*y • x otherwise. Then (fy. € £ y 
(e-) a*d « c, x.y • x otherwise. Then <$• € 2. 2. 
(o.) a.d m b»d • o and x.y « x otherwise. Then OL e *Z 2. 
tor I »-t1f2if Gj « -lafblf G2 • -tofdT we have possibilities: 
(©*) a«e • a«d • bf b»o • b*d • a, o»a • o*b • df d-a • 
• d.b « of x.y • x otherwise. Then (£•€ IS-. 
(o/) a»c • a-d • bf o*a • o-b • d and x.y • x otherwise. 
Then Oye S 2 # 
( c 7 ) a.o • a*d « b , b-c • b*d « a, x .y « x otherwise. Then 
9-e *y 
(o«) a-o « a-d • b and x.y • x otherwise. Then CQ-e 2: 2 . 
f or I • -t1f2f3}» Gt - €a f b} f G2 - {c}9 Q^ - -fd5 we have 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s ! 
(OQ) a*o • b and x .y « x otherwise. Then Ĉ Le JE"2. 
(CAQ) a-o • b f b-c « a, x.y • x otherwise. Then ^ . g J . . 
( c ^ ) a-o • a-d • b, x-y « x otherwise. Then <g.e X 2 . 
(c-jp) a-o • a.d • b, b-c • b.d • a f x .y • x otherwise. 
Then Cfl.6 2 l y 
However, by Theorem 1 only in the case (o^), Ol generates 2E 
Fina l ly , i f (^ has l e s s than 4 elements and belongs to 2E , 
then i n i t s decomposition into subdirect product of subdireotly 
irreducible groupoids from 2L , CJJ. . and ($-g cannot occur. 
I f only Oj.z or (J^ occur, then Cjt c 2 J | 1 | H . M n o t g e _ 
nerate ----- • 
I f only (£2 o r ^ 5 ooour, then Cjf. e 2 2 and does not ge -
nerate SI . 
I f ( X - and <$.,- occur, then <$• *•» isomorphic both to <JU 
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and to cVtc by pro jections,which i s a contradiction since tyy 
i s not isomorphic to CJ-.-. 
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